
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

__________________ my own ideas to the light of day?1. (I/not/offer/?)May I not offer

She even thought I _________________ in my study at all, when I got sick
that night.
2.

(not/turn)
might not turn

Thus one _______________ the vital energies.3. (gather)might gather

They _______________, but they would be safe.4. (wander)might wander

__________________________________________________?5.
(how many of her old companions/she/retain/?)

How many of her old companions might she retain

She _______________ youth, or beauty, or even manner; but she must
have something in her voice or expression, or both, which it makes you feel
better disposed towards your race to look at or listen to.

6.

(not/have)

may not have

You ___________ them offers for the information.7. (make)may make

This would not only take too much time, but the same result
___________________.
8.

(not/follow)might not follow

However, it ________________ an accident.9. (past/be)may have been

With little persons in little gardens, having also little strength and little
leisure, this husbandry _________________ the small uses of fork and
trowel, but the earth-love is there, all the same.

10.

(not/exceed)
may not exceed

________________ for you, my mistresses?11. (what/I/do/?)What may I do

____________ in Peter's chair, as he is not here?12. (I/sit/?)May I sit

They ___________ the same advantages of person.13. (have)may have

____________ if you had any children by him?14. (I/ask/?)May I ask

The story of that was written on her face-she knew she
_________________-and yet she hoped.
15.

(not/hope)might not hope
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Then I should have felt that I ought to go to her for a week; for I
______________ another such chance.
16.

(not/get)may not get

Marie appreciated the grandeur of the man who bowed before a woman in
fault, that he ________________ her blush.
17.

(not/see)might not see

That my life _______________ to nothing.18. (not/come)may not come

The internal duties were introduced in separate bills, that each might
encounter only those objections which could be made to itself; and that the
loss of one ____________________ the loss of others.

19.

(not/involve)might not involve

Why it _______________ to any woman!20. (happen)might happen
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